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ABSTRACT 
This project documcntution describes in dc111il the in formation ~µurtl ing the project E-
Wcight Train. The first part of this thesis. WXES J l ~l , is primari l~ divided into four 
chapters, that is, Introduction. Literature Revie\ , Mcthmlo log~ nnd System Analysis and 
Rc4uireme11t The second part , W X ES 3 182. consists of three chapters; System Design, 
System Testing and System Evaluation. 
Chapter I, Introduction, will give the reader an overview of what this thesis is all about. 
Also, the objectives for developing this project. the targeted user group, project 
limitations, the scope covered by this project and an estimated schedule to finish the 
project arc clearly stated. 
In Chapter 2, Literature Review, u thorough review on similur existing systems is carried 
out in order to obtain u better understanding with regur<ls to the proposed project. II 
provides developers with some knowledge and insights into the strengths and limitutinns 
of several development tools that is available in the market. The soflware and cripting 
languages best used to develop the project is also researched. 
In Chapter 3, Methodology, will he discussed the right type of methodology used for 
completing every activity in the System Development Li fe ycle and also the tools to b\! 
used for lhc pmje<.:l. 
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In Chapter 4, System analysis and Requirement , this is " hc:rt' the: system requirement , 
system interface and reporting requirement , nnnfunctinn11t rt•quiremcnt nnd sofiware 
analysis is discussed. 
In Chapter 5, System Design, the development of the proposed project will be discussed 
and ascertained. This includes system functionality design and module functionality 
design. It shows the modules involved in the system and the data flow when information 
is passed. 
In Chapter 6, System Testing is broken down into three distinctive phases; unit testing. 
integration testing and system testing. Some of the methods such us function testing. 
performance testing, acceptance testing and installation testing were used to fncilitntc this 
ope rat ion. 
Finally, in Chapter 7, System Evaluation, the difficulties and problems encountered 
during the development process from the beginning until the end of the project, the 
solutions to the problems, the strengths and the limitations of the system being 
developed. und the future enhancement of the system arc thoroughly discussed. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
t. t Multimedia 
Multimedia is a developing technology to produce multimedia product. It 's n 
collection of technologies based on utilizing a computer which gives the user the 
capacity to access and process information in at least the three following ' nys .text • 
graphics , lixcd images • images w ith movement and audio. Interacti ve M11ltimcdi11 is 
when a user could control certain clement and use ccrtuin t'unct ions nnd gl.!t rl.!nl -t irnc 
response. 
The media that user can use to develop multimedia project consists of text. 
imuges; colour photos; drawings, graphics. Images with moveml.!nt can be divided into 
v ideo und unimation. Audio either voice, music and sound effects. Multimedin product is 
the presentation of information, by integrating di fforcnt media using n computer, "ht:n 
the user can interact with that informntion. A very importnnt clement in c cry 
multimedia product is the intemction. 
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Interact ion is based on the principle thnt the user tk'l·ides \\ht.·~ to l!O ' hen given 
a series of options. Interaction implies the h:1sic Cl'nct.'pt of immersion, navigation and 
manipulation. Immersion is where the.! prl.!Sl.!1\lntion must be intcresting in order to get 
user's attention. Navigation doesn' t have tn be in one dimension, which means the user 
can choose to go to any place in the prcscntntion. Manipulation in addition to navigation, 
the presentation must give different options to interact with. 
1.2 30 Animation 
30 animations consists of varying properties of a 3 dimensional scene defined in 
numerical quantities. /\JD model can change properties such as position, rotation, shape 
und surface style. /\n animated 3() scene is defined by the change of these numericnl 
properties through time. /\part from 30 objects, a scene contains a cmncra (point nf 
view) and lights, which also can be an imated. 
In order to create an animation each 'state ' o f the 3D scene needs to he r..:ndcr1.:d 
to create a frame. The playback of these individual renderings at a certain mte (25 
frames per second) creates the illusion of an imation. /\s cill properties arc dclincd 
numerically, one can take advantage of various processes for nutomnting the proc..:ss of 
generating different 'states' for each frame. A centr.il notion to animation is the use of 
'keyframcs', which its origin in class (paper-bused) animation, kcyfrnmcs allow the 
definition of the main 'states' in n purticular movement or action while the continuit) 
between these states urc gcncrat..:d. 
2 
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In 30 animation and other forms of comput~r animation. interpolating bet\ een 
the numerical values that arc defined in any two consccutiw kt'y lhmtc~ gcncmtes these 
frames. Typically, in 30 animation this interpolation tnkcs the form of 3 dimensional 
Bezier curves (paths) thut arc cons1rnc1cd ns n series or cont ro l points, allowing for the 
in teractive mnnipulation of smooth J D curves. 
The construction of complex 30 scenes are dependent on numerous techniques 
and is otlcn achieved through the combination of various tools such as motion capture , 
" kcyfrume'' interpolation , kinematics , generators such as particle systems and smoke 
creators. In addition to this variety of animation techniques the use of digital 
photography and video is essential for the capturing of real world tex tures and 
environments that create contexts for animated objects. The integration of nll of these 
clements is certainly the most challenging aspect of professional unimution. 
1.3 Project Overview 
Interactive 31) animation is the cutting edge technology for todny's mccJiu. No" 
it is widely used in television, movies and the games Industry. Even lnrgc compnnies 
and established onlinc business websites has also integrated 3D animation or 30 
graphics in their business presentutions or marketing tools in their website. rh is 
technology makes un nhject more compell ing and ottrnctivc.31) onimation has n rcali ' tic 
effect l o users . it is a greut experience lo muny people .JD an imat ion .30 animation arc 
more likely to retain the attention of anyone ruthcr thun dull and stutic imngcs. 
3 
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The title of my project is E-Wcight truin, it is an application that shows the 
correct way on the techniques to do weight train using certain tools und equipment. 
I was interested in weight training before and I hnd searched mnny websites on the 
techniques to use the weight equipment correctly. Thc1'\.' were mnny bodybuilding 
websites that shows graphic on these techniques. but I found it hard to understand and 
yet confusing. 
I had the idea to use 30 animation to be the platform to show users on how to 
correct ly lifl the weights. In a 30 environment the users could see vividly on how these 
techniques arc implemented. My project shows users how to train 6 major muscles of the 
human body in a 30 environment. The 6 major body parts of the human body , which 
arc the back , the shoulder , the stomach . the legs, the biceps and the triceps. In my 
application I also inserted a quiz to test the knowledge of users on weight training nnd 2 
calculator programs ,one to calculate the correct water consumption nnd another one is 
to calculate the optimum and maximum heart rate beut while exercising. 
1.4 Project Objectives 
I. To develop an application depicting weight training techniques vividly using 30 
technology for weight troin enthusiasts. 
2. To develop an application thnt is user-friendly. 
3. To share some knowledge on weight train nnd health to health conscious users. 
4 
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1.5 Scopes 
In this application, the scopes arc as fC:) llows: 
I) Show users techniques in weight tra ining in n J D cm imnment. 
2) This animation comes up with the form nf tc:\ t nnd video. 
3) Using Eng lish Language in this homcpngc ' ill increase the amount o f user 
that would be comfortable and understnnd it. 
4) This interactive application is user-friendly. 
1.6 Tuq;ct User 
I) Weight train enthusiasts that has access to the Internet. 
2) I lcalth conscious people that appreciated tips on health 
3) Users th11t 11pprcciatc any form of 30 animation. 
5 
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I 
e 
I 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
1.7 Project Schedule. 
/\. project sched ule is planned to manage the time thnt need~ to m:complish th is project 
and to archive the objecti ves. 
1.1.1 Task Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr 
Name 
System Analysis 
System 
Modeling 
System Design 
Implementation 
System -
Maintenance 
-System Delivery 
,_ 
-
Documentation 
I 
Table 1.1 : Gantt cha rt explain ing project runtime 
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Description of each task: 
1. System Anulysis: 
The system is analyzed and the basic requi rements are captured. Those 
requirements taken into account are the operating environment, architecture and 
resources available for development. 
2. System Modclin2 : 
This task includes the capturing of functional and non-functional requirements of 
the system. From these findings, the specifications of the project can be 
determined and therefore could be used to initiate the start o f system 
development. 
3. System Design : 
The system design phase is concerned wi th synthesizing or putting all the pnrts 
together into the workable system. The design will include the functions 
(processes) that the system must perform using database design, duta no, 
diagram (DFD) and object diagram. 
4. lmplcmcntution : 
During th is stugc, the soflwurc design is rculi1ed us a :-.ct of programs or program 
units. 
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5. System Maintenance : 
It refers to the general process of chnnging the sy$tcm ntkr it has been delivered. 
The changes may be simple changes to com!ct coding errors, more extensive 
changes to correct design errors or signi ficant enhancements to correct 
specification errors or accommodate new requirements. 
6. System Delivery : 
This is the final phase of the development process. The complete system 1s 
delivered to the user. 
7. Documentation : 
The information that describes the delivered systcrn in detail. It consists of the 
product technical manuals and onlinc information. (including onlinc versions of 
the technical manuals and help facility descriptions. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2. 1 Introduction 
Computer graphics, two and three dimensional images created images used for 
scient ifi c research, art industry, and business line to market products. Graphical user 
interfaces (GU ls) und multimedia systems such as the World Wide Web, the system ol' 
interconnected worldwide computer resources enable computer users to select pictures to 
execute orders, eliminating the need to memorize complex comm11nd. 
2.1. 1 llow Computer Gruphics Work. 
Before un image can be displayed in the screen it must be created hy a computer 
program in a special part of the computer's memory. called a frame buffer. One method 
of producing an image in the frame buffer is it uses a block of memory called bitmap to 
store small , dctniled fi gures such as text character or an icon. A gmphicnl image is 
creuted by dividing the computer's displuy screen into 11 grid of tiny dots called pixels. 
Frame buffer memory could ubm storn other inform11tion. such us the colour or each pixel. 
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2.1.J.l Colour l~cprcscntntion 
Computer store and manipulate colours hy representing them ns n combination of 
three numbers. For example, in the Red-Green-Blue (RGB) r~' lour .system. the computer 
uses one numhcr each to represent the red. green and blue primnry component of the 
colour. Alternate schemes may represent other colour properties such as the 
hue( frequency of the light), saturation (amount . and value (brightness). 
If one byte of memory is used to store each colour component in a three colour system, 
then over 16 million colour combinations can be represented. In a the creation of a large 
image, allowing so many combinations can be very costly in term of memory and 
processing time. An alternate method, colour, mapping, uses only one number per colour 
combination, storing each number in a table of avai lable colours like a painter's palette. 
The problem with colour mapping is that the number of colours in the pnlelle is usuall . 
too small to create realistically collared images. Choosing the colours thnt muke the hest 
image for the palette, called colour quantization, becomes a very imponunt pan of the 
image-making process. Another method, ca lled dithering, altcrnutes the limited palette 
colours th roughout the images - to give the appearance of more colours thnn arc actually 
in the image. 
2. 1.1.2 AliusinJ? und unti-uliusin~ 
Since a computer monitor is essentially u grid of collared squares arranged like a 
sheet of grnph paper . diugonnl lines tend to he displuycd wi th a jagged "siair ·tcp" 
10 
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appearance. This effect, called aliasing, can be lessened h)I cnlculating ho' close each 
pixel is to the ideal line of the drawn image and the basing th~ pi:\d's coluur on the line. 
it may be given the darkest colour, and if it is only nn th~ line. it mny be given a lighter 
colour. This process effective ly smoothes the line. 
2.1. l.3 I magc Processing 
Image processing 1s among the powerful and important tools in computer 
graphics. Its underlying techniques arc used for many applications, such as detecting the 
edge of objects; enhancing images and removing noise in medical imaging; and blurring , 
sharpening , and brightening images in feature films and commercials. 
Image warping lets the user manipulate and deform an image over time. The most 
popular use of image warping is morphing, in which one image deforms and dissolves 
into another. Morphing is different from similar processes, in which one imuge simply 
fades into another , because the actual structure of the original irnuge changes. 
2.2 Creating Three-Dimensional Computer Graphics. 
Many uses of computer graphics , such as computer animation , computer- aided 
design and manufacturing (CAD/CAM), video games . and scientific visualization of data 
such as magnetic resonance images of internal organs, require drawing three-dimensional 
(3D) objects on the computer screen, The drawing of 30 scenes , called rendering , is 
usually accomplished using pipeline or nsst.:mbly line approach , in which se cral 
program instructions can , ut any given time be • executed in various stages on different 
du tu . 
11 
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The graphics pipeline is implemented either ' ith special-purpose >D graphics 
microprocessors (hardware) or with computer pmgrnm~ (snlh\lu~).l lardwnrc n:ndcring 
can be expensive , but it enables the user to drm up tn 60 imngcs pc..·r sc..·cond and to make 
immediate changes to the image. Sotlwnre rendcrl!rs m~ Vl.!r) sllm , requiring from a few 
hours to render a single image. I towever. computer animation almost always uses 
software renderers because they provide grentcr control of images and potentially photo-
realistic quality. 
2.2. 1 Modcllin~. 
The first step in a rendering pipeline is the creation of 30 objects. The surface of 
an object, such as a sphere, is represented either as a series of curved surfaced of as 
polygons, usually triangles. The points on the surfaces of the object, called vertices. :trl! 
represented in the computer byte their spatial coordinates. Other charucteristics of the 
model, such as the colour of each vertex and the direction perpendicular to the surface nt 
each vertex, called the normal, also must be specified. Since polygons dn not crenll: 
smooth surfaces, detailed models require and extremely large numbers of polygons to 
create an image that looks natural. 
Another technique used to create smooth surfaces relics on parametric surface. a 
two- dimensional (20) surface existing in three dimensions. For example, a world globe 
can be considered :i 2 1) surface with lutitudc and longitude coordinates representing it in 
three dimensions. More complex surfaces. such as knots, can be specified in :i similar 
manner. 
12 
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2.2.2 Transformation. 
Once these models have been created, there arc plncr...•d in n C()mputcr gcncmted 
background. For example, a render sphere might he set against n hnckdrop of clouds. 
User instructions specify the object's size nnd ,H·icn1ntion. l'hcn the colours, their 
location, and the di rection of light within the compu1cr gcncra1cd scene. as well as tht: 
location and direction of the viewing angle of the scene are selected. 
At this point , the computer program- generally break up complex geometric 
object into simple "primitives, such as triangles. Next, the renderer determines where 
each primitive will appear on the screen by the using the information about the viewing 
position and the location of each object in the scene. 
2.2.3 Lighting and Shuding. 
Once a primitive has been located, it must be shaded. Shad ing informntion is 
calculated for each vertex based on the location and colour of the light in the computer-
generated scene, the orientation or each surface, the colour and other surface properties of 
the object at that vertex, and possible atmospheric effects that surround the object. such 
us fog. 
Graphics hardware most commonly uses Gouroud shading. which calculates the 
lighting at the vertices of the primitive, and interpolates, or blends, colours ncross the 
surface to make the objects appear more realistic. Phong shuding represents highlights by 
blending the lighting and colours in a direction perpendicular to the surface a1 each vertex 
, the normal , nnd calculating the lighting at ench pixel .This provides n better 
approximution of the surfucc but requires more culculution. 
13 
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2.2.4 Mapping 
Several techniques permit the artist to ndd n.:lll istic detai ls to the models with 
simple shapes. The most common method is textu~ mnppin~. " hi ch nrnps or applies an 
image to an o~ject's surfocc like wallpaper. f or cxnmpk. n hrici... pnttcrn could be applied 
to a rendered sphere. In this process only the oqjcct' s shape. not fcntures of the texture, 
such as the rectangular edges an grout lines of the brick. affect the way the object looks in 
the lighting, the sphere still appears smooth. 
Another technique, ca lled bump mapping, provides a more realistic view by 
creating highlights to make the surface appear more complex. In the example of the brick 
texture, bump mapping might provide shadowing in the grout lines and highlight upon 
some brick surfaces. Bump mapping docs not look of the image's silhouette, which 
remain the same as the basic shape of the model. Displacement mapping addresses this 
problem by physically offsetting the actual surface according to a displacement map. For 
example, the hrick texture applied to the sphere would extend to the sphere's si lhouette. 
giving it an uneven texture. 
2.2.S Blending. 
Once the shading process has produced a colour for cuch pixel in a primitive. the 
final step in rendering is to write the colour into the frame bulTer. Frequently, a tcchniq111.: 
called Z buffering is used to determine which primitive is closest to the vie' ing location 
and angle of the scene, ensuring that ohjects hidden others wi ll not be drawn. Finally. if 
the surface being drawn is scmitranspurent. the front object's colour is blend1.:d' ith that 
of the object heh ind it. 
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2.2.6 Physically Based Rendering 
Rendering pipeline has little to do with the' ny light nctunll~ hdmvc in u scene; it 
docs not work well wi th shadows and reflections. Another common rendering technique, 
ray tracing, calcu lates the path that li ght mys take 1hrough the scene. starting w ith the 
viewing angle and locat ion and calculating hack to the light source. Ray tracing provides 
more accurate shadows than other method and also handles multiple reflections correctly. 
Although it takes a long time to render a scene-using ray tracing, it can produce stunning 
images. 
In spite of its generally accurate portrayal of shadows and refl ections, ray tracing 
calculates only the main direction of reflection, while real surfaces scatter light in many 
directions. This scattered-light phenomenon can be modelled wi th glohul illumination. 
which uses the lighting of the image as a whole rather calculating illumination on each 
individual primitive. Many scientific applications of the computer grophics n.!ttuirc 
viewing 3D volumes of duta on a 20 computer screen. This is accomplished through 
techn iques that make volume appear semitransparent and use ray tracing through the 
volume to illuminate. 
2.3 Computer Animation 
Computer Animation. creation of the illusion of motion by viewing u succc sion 
of computer- generated still images. Prior to the advent of computers, an imation was 
accomplished by filming hund-druwn or painted sequences on plastic or paper. called 
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cells, one frame at a time. Computers were the fi rst used to cont ml the movements of the 
artwork and the camera. Now computers create the artwork und simulntc the l:mncrn. 
Computer animation can be used to create special l'l1ccts and to simulate images 
that would be impossible to show with non-an imation techniques such ns a spacecraft 
flying hy the planet Saturn. Computer nnimntion aLo produce images from scienti fic data 
, and it hus used to visualize large qunntitics of datn in the study of interactions in 
complex , systems , such as fluid dynamics , particle collisions , and the development of 
severe storms. These mathematica lly based models use animation to help researchers see 
relationship that might otherwise be overlooked. Computer an imation has also been used 
in legal cases to reconstruct accidents. 
2.3.1 How Computer animution Work 
In tradi tional frame-by-frame animation , the illusion of motion is create hy 
fi lming a sequence of hund -painted cells and then the images back at high speeds, 
typically 25 frame per second. In computer animation, the art is created using computer 
progrnms, frame hy frame, and then recorded, edited , <rnd pla yed huck. 
A11ulhcr cl>lllplllc llil h1utlon tcd111 qUc IS rl.!ul-tlmc n11lmutlon. Ii\ , hid\ the 
frames arc created using a computer nnd then innncdiotcly displayed on n computer 
m o 11 i tor. 'I his technique cl lminutcs the interim step of digitully recording the imugcs; 
howcv ·r, rcu l-ti111c uni 111 nt io 11 1.:01rc 11t ly docs no t r,ro<lu ·c h iu h qu uli t.)I o r r ic h ly tfc tttil ·J 
results. It is hcsl suited for creating simple nnimutions for video games. 
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2.3.2 Comput·cr-Assist'cd Animation 
In the traditional process or animal inn, :l st or. hnnrd ( I\ $Cl.'lll'-hy-scene i llustration 
of the plot) is drawn lirst , thl! soundtrack is cnmpktcd. and n sl..'nior animator creates key 
animation frames. Other animators then draw the fmmcs in hctwcen the key scenes, 
colour is added, and each fra tm: i s then filmed. Cornputcrs can be used to assist or replace 
every phase of thi s animation process. 
2.3.2. I I n-Bctwccning. 
The process of creating the intermediate frames to fill in the action from key 
scene to key scene is ca lled in-betweening. Techniques have been developed that allow 
the computer to create the in-hctwecn frumcs by estimating common points from key to 
frame key. In the simples case. the computer draws the in between movement of two 
corresponding points by culculuting the mid-point distance. l{ cpcatcd calculation of 
midpoints cun provide the illusion of smooth and continuous motion. 
2.3.2.2 Painting systems 
ltlfp !~t of ZS wn" ~r 1f : y (ll' f ,, ... n h ·r Sf.l\UC\int .. t: ·U ar • <\~\ \\ ·d \ (lg \hl ' \ O fl <th • 
different images-for cxnmpll!. the cells mny i111crm;1. ovcrl11p. or provide hackg,roun<ls for 
one another. When a lnr~c numh1..·r nf' ce lls urc ~\ilc~c<I , llll' 1rnn, pnr\' J)I hl\'l'r' hl' l' ) l))l' 
sl lghtl) o p llljllC. I h~ cell pu1111c1 mu:,t then co 111pc11!,tllc l or tlu~ cfli.:ct by vnrymg the 
image colours: this process ol\cn i111 ro<l11ces errors. 
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Computer can eliminate these errors and increase production b~ consistently 
colouring the most complex areas or frames. Computer pnint in~ uses n colouring. or 
filling, process in which the artist specifics a colour nnd then sd ccts n pixd . the smallest 
individual, picture clement on the computer screen . The l'l)mputcr then changes all 
adjacent pixels that have the same colour (or ncnt ly the same colour) to the newly 
specified colour. 
2.3.2.3 Camera Stands and Editing 
Once the frames arc painted they must be filmed. Traditionally, an animation 
stand positions both the cells and the camera to allow the layers of cells and the camera to 
move independently. Computers simulate the animation stand and the camera. The 
computer controls this virtual camera in three-dimensional space, wh ile focusing on the 
cells and the camera reside within the computer. 
Special characteristics of real cameras, such as ti sh eye lenses and lens norc. 
can be simulated by the virtual camera. This ability to control u virtual camera, combined 
with powerful digital video editing, enables the an imator to complete the film ent irely in 
a computer-generated environment. 
2.3.3 Computer Modelled Animation 
Computer- modelled unimution is the process of three dimensionnl models of 
animated objects. Typically. this is nchievcd by representing the objects using the 
following methods: wi re-frumc, surface und solid 
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Wire frame representations are speci fied by a set of line segments. t) picnlly the 
object' s edges and a set of points on the surface culled vertict•s. Whik n wire frame 
representation often does not produce very real istic inrngcs1 it is ~nnd fbr quick studies, 
such as how the object wi 11 move nml lit in a part icu tar scene. ~urfm:e representations are 
specified by a set of primit ive features, such as n co llection o f polygons to produce 
smooth curves and surfaces. 
Whi le it is possible to perfect ly model an object's surface as a collection of 
primitive features, it may not be practical to measure and store these features because 
complex objects may require an infinite number of features to create a perfectly smooth 
surface. Solid representations are specified by a set of primitive shapes or portions of 
primitive shape. f or example, a human might be represented by a sphere for the head and 
cubes that compose the torso and limbs. Solid representat ions can specify both inner nnd 
outer surfaces of an object. 
2.3.3.1 I mugc l~cndcring. 
The process of creating a real istic three-dimensional scene is called rendering. 
The computer is given a detailed description or the objects that comprise the scene, along 
with the specification of the camera. To create photographic like images, the computer 
must calculate the viewer's perspective of the images. the visible objects ond sur faces; 
add shading, by determining the availnble light on cuch surface ; atld reflections and 
shadows; provide surfaces with textures , pnttcms , and roughness to make objects appear 
more realistic , add transparency of the ohjccts ;und remove surfaces hidden by other 
ohjccts. 
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Once the objects and light in a 3D scene arc rendered, rhc animator spccitics their 
movement within the scene as well as the motions or the l'Hmcm. Key fn1mcs ·ym:hmnizc 
the movement of the objects just as in the computer nssisll·d mndl.'I . and in the in-hetwccn 
frames must be created. One techn ique. called p:munctrk key- frame animation, 
interpolates, or blends, the in-between images. Annrhcr h:chniquc. algorithmic animation, 
controls motion by applying rules that govern how the objects move. When the objects 
and thei r behaviours have been specified, each scene is rendered frame by frame by the 
vi rtual camera and stored, and then the final animated feature is played back. 
Despite the power of today's computer . and the innovations used to accelerate 
traditional animation processes , modern computer animations require still faster and 
more powerful computers to exploit new techniques and potentially photo-realisti c 
eflccts. 
2.4 Development Softwure und Tools. 
In this session, several soflware are studied, the study was focused on the 
functionality and compati bility. Analysis had been made to determine the strength nnd 
weakness of the sofiware's that can be used to develop this project. The sollwnre rhut 
needed is separate into two types as fo llow: 
I ) The JD ,111imation software. 
2) The platform (operating system) that convenient with rhis project. 
Nowadays, there arc many sollwure and programming language that support interface 
and computer animation development. The most highly used nre as fo lio\ : 
Sollware for 31) unimution: 
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I )30 Studio MAX 2)Light Wave 3)Maya 
Programming Language to build user intcrfoce 
I )Java 2)PHP 3)Asp.nct 
2.4. l Software and Programming Language 
2.4. l. l 30 Studio MAX. 
30 Studio MAX is the world's best selling professional 30 modelling, animation 
and rendering software, delivering a unified, and object -oriented platform for artists 
creating visual efTects, character animation and next generation games. Since its 
production in 1996, 30 Studio MAX has been the recipient of more than 65 industry 
awards and is the 3 D tool of choice among than 140,000 30 artists. 
30 Studio MAX delivers CG professionals with advanced tools for character 
animation, next generation game development and visual effects production. Numerous 
key, new feature udditions and architectural enhancements compliment these three mnjor 
initiatives, making 30 Studio MAX an ideal tool for the 30 animation industry. A highly 
Tuned an imation system allows artists to bring their ideus to life with the most advanced 
tools for modelling and animating characters. 
Latest version of the art of interactive graphics, approachable extensibility, next 
generation modelling tools and truly open architeclllre make 3DS Studio Max the 
premiere 30 content creation tool for next generation game development platforms such 
as Microsofl X-Box and Sony Playstution 2. 
An interactive und photo- realistic Active Shude render engine . customizable and 
production proven network rendering system , und tight post-production integration wi th 
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combustion - Discreet desktop 3D composting solhvarc - makes J D Studio MAX the 
most efficient and productive tools for Ii Im and tckvisinn \iisual clk cts. 
3D Studio MAX also can utilize other nd 1ut1..:cd rcmkl\.'rs like metal ray and 
Render Man for distinct rendering capabilities like glohal illumirrntion, cm1stics and 
distributed rendering. 
2.4.1.2 Light Wave 
Light Wave3D has consistently dominated the television and file markets. The 
game development market is soon to follow. Designed for production use, Light Wave 
boasts the industry's fastest most beautiful rendering engine, complete subdivision 
modelling, and an animation system built upon the world 's fastest, most accurate 30 
inverse Kinematics (IK) engine. 
The application delivers all the power we need today, the flexibi lity to expand 
tomorrow, and at a price the competition cannot beat. With radiosity, cuustics, 
subdivision surface animation, skeletons, thousands of enhancements and an unsurpassed 
workflow, Light Wave is everything user need in an imation system. 
NewTck's Light Wave 30 introduced the lirst real time subdivision surface 
modeller and now the industry has embraced subdivision as the way of thc f uturc. With 
Light Wavi:, users own a robust tool set for manipulating these revolutionary surfaces, 
including interactive modiliers thut allow users to model in multiple son modds. Light 
Wave allows user sculpt "digital clny" hy direct mnnipulation ut the vertex level by 
controlling groups or polygons with un extreme li st of operators. 
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NewTek's lntelligEntities allow designers to create smarter ohjccts that 
understand animation, including time independent models thnt cnsc the production 
process. lntelligEntities include Skeletons, cndomorph. Mul tit.. k shcs and Vmaps, making 
the objects practically self-aware. Skeletons ndd the skdctlll structure directly in the 
model so designers can use all the modeller tools to build nnd manipulate the character's 
skeletons. Facial animation has been simplified with cndomorphs: Teach model about 
di ffe rent expressions and lip positions and hence an imate and blend them together with 
complete non-linear access. Combined with layered geometry and expansive extra vertex 
data their models arc more than simple objects, they are digital actors. Light Wave 
delivers refinements to the an imation pipeline that pay major dividends. 
Light Wave 30 has long been regarded as the best rendering engine m the 
business for image quality, features, nexibility and speed. Now, Light Wave sets nn nil 
new standard for rendering systems. Built on a pure 160 bit noating-point pipeline, this 
render engine hus image depth beyond compare. Massive amounts of internal dutn 
computes at nouting-point accuracy ensure the colour depth those results in ultra high-
quality imagery. With true radiosity, caustics and I lypcrVoxels integrntcd into the 
industry;s most mature distributive ray tracing engine , Light Wave is untouchahle. These 
break through enhancements guarantee complete intcroperahility wi th motion blur, depth 
of field and ray traced shadows, reflection and refraction. This is truly the most feature 
rich rendering engine avai lable in any 31) un irnution engine. 
Light Wave could create surfaces with projections, UV mapping. 30 procedurals 
and new parametric gradients. All texture types cun be infinitely layered wi th multiple 
modes for blending from one to the next. With the new real time texture engine we can 
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exploit the expanded set of texturing tools with simplicity and speed. WHh ti:aturcs like 
floating point colour entry, translucency, procedural plug-ins. nnd n phl1to realism in a 
matter of seconds. The Light Wave surface edi tor is lkxihk· enough to handle anything 
from simple animations to massively complex digirnl nH)\1lcs. \ ith un interface that 
allows drag and drop texturing und parametric surfncc cont rols. case o f use and extreme 
power go hand in hand. 
2.4.1.3 Maya 
Maya is the sixth major release of the world 's most acclaimed professional 30 
soflware from Alias Wave front. Maya's combination of animation , modelling, 
rendering, and visual effects tools , delivers the competitive edge that enables users to 
produce world beating CGI on Maya is avai lable on Windows XP Profess ional . 
Windows 2000 Professional , Mac OS X, IRI X and LINUX> 
Maya is the first choice of digital content creators producing games, 31) nnimntion 
and visual effects. Maya offers a unique, affordable combination of grnundhrcnking tools 
and features, important workflow improvement and platform choice. The names Aliu. 
Wavefront and Maya have long been synonymous wi th award-winning 31) graphics used 
in film, video and games. The advent of low cost, high power graphics solutions for the 
desktop hus now opened the door fro Alias Wavefront to bring this same high-end 
cinematic, design, und real-time content creation cupahility to the visualizntion and 
W eb3 D markets. 
Maya can increase productivity hy enhancing unimation tools including improved 
construins, forwnrd kinematics/inverse kinemutics blending und channel muting gi c 
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more flexibility and control when creating characters. Expanded mngc or polygonal 
modelling tools to create and edit meshes and vastly improve user \\Orktlo\\ . Up to 90 
percent performance improvements in dynnmics cnmput ntion speed l'n the Windows 
operating systems ( Intel bused PCs). Cloth sim11l 111ion has been optimized and is now 
faster than ever. Improved online tulorinls and user documentation help user get up and 
ru nning quickly. 
When using Maya, user can create unique creation because Maya has unique 
image creation possibilities like, new hardware renderer allows user to quickly produce 
linal output images for video, broadcast and the web. New vector renderer allows users to 
convert 30 images for video, broadcast and the web. New vector renderer allows user to 
convert 30 images nnd animation into web or print-ready 20 graphics/an imation. Tighter 
integration wi th the mental ray renderer includes global illumination and caustics for 
unprecedented photorealism. Maya rendering options are unified through a consistent 
rendering user interface and workllow to faci litate learning and experimcnlnt ion. 
With Maya user get more creati ve resources as brush-based Maya Paint Effects 
can be drawn as, or converted to , polygon models for an even wider range of organi1.c 
and mechanical looks. Newly supported data formats such as Flash, Adobe. lllustmtor. 
Encapsulated PostScript and Scalable Vector Graphics. Mnyn Shockwnvc JD Exporter 
ships with Maya sorlware for Windows operating systems only. Maya Fluid Effcc1s ahs 
been extended to include ''pond" and "boat wakes". More realistic-looking fur option in 
Maya fur . including wet und matted fur , arc avai lable via the new Fur lumping 
fea ture. 
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New and enhanced import/export options transfer dat!l bct\\ccn ~ hlya and other 
applications with enhanced and new file format s. Newly supported fik formats like 
Flash, DWG, Adobe Illustrator, Encapsulated PostScript nnd Scnlnhk Vector Graphics. 
Enhanced support has been added for DXF. lGES. OpcnFl ight. Studio Tools and OBJ. 
Even greater extensibility Maya tool developers access to 1norc features and tool 
sets than ever before. A number of m~jor new classes have been provided in the Maya 
APl including, exposing high level polygon operations and complete access to Maya's 
rendering framework including the ability to integrate a new renderer. 
2.4.1.4 .Java 
Sun identifies "Write once, run anywhere" as the core value proposition of the 
Java platform. Translated from business jargon, this means that the most important 
promise of Java technology is that you only have to write your application oncc--for the 
Java platform--and then you'll be able to run it anywhere. Anywhere. that is, that supports 
the Java platform. Fortunately, Java support is becoming ubiquitous. It is integrated. or 
being integrated, into practically all major operating systems. It is huilt into the popular 
web browsers, which places it on virtually every lntemet-connected PC in the world. It is 
even being built into consumer electronic devices. such as television set-top boxes. 
POAs, und cell phones. Another key benefit of Java is its security features. Both the 
language und the platform were designed from the ground up with security in mind. The 
Java platform allows users to download untrusted code over a network and run it in a 
secure environment in which it cnnnot do any harm : it cannot infect the host system with 
a virus, cannot rend or write lites from the hurd drive. und so forth. This capability alone 
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makes the Java platform unique. The Java 2 Platfonn takes the security model a step 
further. It makes security levels and restrictions highl contigumhlc and l':\tcnds them 
beyond applets. As of Java 1.2, any Java code. whether it is nn nppkt. a scrv let. a 
JavaBeans cornponenl, or u complete Jnvn applicntion. can he nm with restricted 
permissions that prevent it from doing harm to the host system. The securi ty features of 
the Java language and plat form have been subjected to intense scrutiny by security 
experts around the world. Security-related bugs. some of them potentially serious, have 
been found and promptl y fi xed. Occause of the security promises Java makes, it is big 
news when a new security bug is found. Remember, however, that no other mainstream 
platform can make security guarantees nearly as strong as those Java makes. If Java's 
security is not yet perfect. it has been proven strong enough for practical day-to-day use 
and is certainly better than any of the alternatives. Sun's corporate motto has always been 
"The network is the computer." The designers of the Java platform believed in the 
importance of networking and designed the Java platform to he network-centric 
2.4. l.S PHP 
Pl IP is an open source Web development lunguagc. Along with the Apache Wch 
Server and Linux Operating System, Pl IP is among the most widely deployed and used 
pieces of open source so fl ware. Pl IP, according to Net Cran, has surpassed 
Microsofl ASP, making it the most populur Web development lnnguage and is being 
uti lized on over 15 million Websites tnday. Pl IP hus proven itself across a range of large 
enterprise deployments at companies worldwide including: I lcwlett-Packard, 
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Boeing, Lufthansa, Dresdner Bank, Disney Onl ine, Yahoo!. Lycos. Sprint. T-Mobile. 
Orange, Nortel Networks, Lucent, WallStrectOnlinc and Siemens .Pl lP provides a 
number of unique benefits to developers. Pl IP hns rapid, iterntiw development cycles 
with a low learning curve Pl IP is the easiest to learn nnd use comp:m . '<l with other Web 
development languages. The language syntax is very rcndnhle and understandable, 
simplifying team development and maintenance. The code, embedded within HTML 
pages, can be qu ickly 
deployed and tested, supporting an iterative development process incorporating frequent 
user ICedback. All of this leads to improved developer productivity and better resulting 
applications. Robust, high-performance and scalable platform; stable and secure 
Pl IP is designed for building Web applications that are scalable up to a very large 
number of users. Zend Technologies offers additional performance enhancing tools for 
PllP, including sophisticated caching, content compression and acceleration, ennhling 
even further scalabi lity. Pl IP is stable and secure, robust enough for business-criticnl 
applications requiring constant uptime and airtight security. Pl IP is easily integrntl!d into 
heterogeneous enterprise environments and systems .Pl IP is fully interoperable with 
other lunguagcs, protocols, systems and databases, including CIC++, Java. Perl. 
COM/.NET, XML/Web services, LDAP, ODBC, Oracle nnd MySQL. As an open source 
product, Pl IP is deployable anywhere: on any platform, with any Web server. with nny 
database. Pl IP is not ti ed to any proprietary platforms or technologies. Pl IP is proven 
th rough widespread deployment and supported by u vibrant community PHP is the most 
widely deployed and used Web development language on the Internet, surpassing A P, 
JSP and Perl. The langungl! hus n vibrnnt community of users continuing to support and 
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improve the language. The easy extensibil ity of Pl IP makes it cry tk xibk in supporting 
new capabilities and enabling to take advantage of extensions dnnc h~ othl'f'S. 
2.4.1.6 ASP.net 
ASP.net framework provides a new security approach ' hich provides more 
clear and powerful control over applicat ion security. This reduces the risk for 
companies hosti ng web sites as they can feel more confident about the risk posed by 
security attacks and in some cases can protect companies if their terms and conditions 
do not cover them against the risk of security breaches. The ASP.net platform utilises 
IT hardware more efficiently, thus significantly improving performance. This reduces 
the cost required to make a large application run acceptably and increases the number 
of applications that can be simultaneously hosted on a single machine. Given thnt 
most typical websites run in a shared server environment, it is nice to know that other 
websites uren't using more memory resources then they need. The ASP.net 
framework provides a powerful collection or code li braries covering all the major 
areas of IT. By harnessing the power of these li braries, developers cun write an 
application using for less lines of code. This reduces the time taken to complete 
solutions significantly. As well us this, the ability to re-use code in ASP.net is made 
easier, thus reducing development time even further. As you can imagine, the quicker 
your solution is developed, the less it costs .The ASP.net framework provides more 
flexibility than any other framework uvnilable. This gives developers more choice 
when creating a solution for a client und makes it simpler than ever before to add 
useful value-udded ICatures, wrrently only found on the highest quulity sites. The 
improvement in quality that can he achieved using ASP.net means thut ::i • o thvnrc 
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company's brand can be developed by guaranl~l.·i ng hiµht•r qu:tlil> "l'I)" art' than it' 
com pct i tors. 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Introduct ion to methodology. 
/\ methodology is a proven series or steps and tasks system developers can fol low 
to build quality systems faster, at lower cost and w ith less risk. Many w idely ncccptcc.J 
methodologies exist, but the basic concepts and practices of u methodology should 
provide a solid system development foundation. T he methodology used to develop the 
agent should be appropriate to the size, type and scope o f the proj ect. 
T he proj ect needs a li fe cycle detin ition and management method to uchicvc 
consistent, on time, w ithin budget und high quality results in project management and 
sot\ ware development. 
There arc several system models that arc uvai lablc as a guide to the development 
of the ngent technology in meeting scheduling system. They arc ult outlined bclo\ . 
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3.2 Software Lifccyclcs 
Sollware engineering recognizes several formal approaches to design 
and development. From there, developer can define which method is best suited to their 
project. Some are best suited to very small projects, others are better for very large 
projects and some fall somewhere in the middle.Therefore, the choice of software 
lilCcycle is critical, and can ultimately lead to the success or fai lure of a system's 
development. 
3.3 Modified Water foll Model. 
For this meeting scheduling system using agent technology, I've choose modified 
Waterfall Model as a methodology and as a guide to develop my system. The modi tied 
waterfall model has the same ba ·ic stages and functionality as the classic waterlitll model. 
'I he difference is that there is now feedback between stages. If a problem is discovered in 
one stage, suitable corrective actions can be taken in the previous stage. 
This can have a cascading effect, going back further and further up the waterfall until the 
problem can be corrected properly. 
I've found that moditied " Waterfall" model is suitable and highly useful for reminding 
new developers of the fo llowing: 
• Problems arc more easily solved when they arc first defined. 
• Large bodies or code will be more tractublc if they arc structured. 
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Jn addition, although no significantly difficult dcv~lopnwnt can be forced into a 
simple modified Waterfall, beginning with the modi fied Waterfall is n good way to 
sketch a plan for the development. It will likdy he too simple. und usually a good, 
durable framework for the real plan. 
According to Boehm, the waterfa ll of sothvarc development is the fi rst li fe cycle 
developed in 1970 by W. W Royce, to establish a disciplined approach for software 
development and it was also derived from other engineering processes. It was considered 
a superior method to the "code and fi x" practices previously used. It is called the 
waterfall model because of its cascading nature, form one step to the next. 
Waterfa ll s simplistic natures make it one of the most used li fccycle models in 
business today. In modified waterfall method, there is a distinct boundary between 
system engineering, analysis, design, code, testing and maintenance. The output of one 
stage becomes the input for the next stage, for example the output of analysis hecomes 
the input of design. Each of the fi ve steps must be completed before you can go foll y to 
the next, although there is many times, overlap between each of the steps. At each steps, 
testing is done. If problems arc found, the developer will either put in necessary 
corrections, or go back to the previous step. In this classic approach, the requirements arc 
all defined in detail and cast in store. 
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System and 
Software 
Codin 
Figure 3.1 Modified Waterfall model 
Testin 
Operation 
and 
Since that, I' ve already applied the first two phases in order to gain the informa1ion about 
my syslem. They arc all oullined hclow. 
Step l : l~cguircmcnts definitions 
The overall system is designed in lhis phase:-scrviccs, cons1rain1s, goals, time 
frames and others nrc all pul in10 existence. 
llere, I did a research on ngcnl lcchnology und identified the factors that lead to the 
evolu1ion of the agen1 technology. Secondly, I sludy lhose problems that exist wi1hin the 
existing systems; in this case I rcli.:r to Search Engine und existing rnee1ing scheduling 
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system. Finally, I'd analyzed these problems in details. Basically, prohlcms that currently 
occur with the existing systems are:-
A centra li zed database which is violates to an indi idual conccmcd. 
Irrelevant output and slow response time in order to retrieve stored meeting 
minu tes. 
User need to negotiate themselves in order to initiate meeting. 
Next, I define the opportunities in developing the solutions to the problem; whether 
this new system can improve the current situation or not. After that I came out with 
the objective of resolving those problems, basically the objectives that users can gain 
from this project. Thus I will create a agent technology system, which help to 
overcome the above problems. 
Step 2: System and software design. 
In this step, the system architecture is established. Constraints arc relined with the 
actual system architecture constraints. Services arc refining into pseudo code for a 
particular language. 
Stcp 3:- lmplemenh1lion und unit testing. 
The system is still asset of programs, not integrated into a whole fleshed out 
product. Eucl1 unit is tested to make sure it' s perform to specification. Documentation is 
done, oflen ut this stugc for the individual unit. 
Stcp 4:- lnlegrntion und System Tcstini.: 
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All of the separate programs, or units, arc put together and flesh out as system. or 
fini shed product. The overall system is tested to mnkc sure the finished product work as 
well as individual units had before. Aller testing. the fin ished product is mnde available 
to the clients or customers. More documentation is written here. such as system 
documentation rather than individual unit documcntntion. Installat ion manuals help files 
for overall usage and such. 
Step 5:- Integration and system testing. 
It includes possible installation of the system training ends users, and supporting 
the product over its li fetime. Because of the support this stage ofTers, it can lead back to 
any of the previous stages in the cycle when are encountered. 
Advantages of the Modified Waterfall Model:-
-Its flows well , and easy to understand from a broad viewpoint. 
-It is easy to implement. 
-f laws are easy to find, as they are nashed out as every stage. 
-Product is well documented. 
-1 ligh visibility. 
-Well known and well used. 
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3.4 Review on other methodologies. 
3.4.1 Prototyping 
Prototyping is a technique for quickly building n functioning. but incomplete 
model of the information system using rapid appl icat ion de dopmcnt tool. Prototyping is 
an approached based on an evolutionary view of sofiwarc development and having an 
impact on the development process as a whole. Prototyping involves producing early 
working versions (prototype) of the future application system and experimenting with 
them. 
Specification, development and validation activities occur at the same time, since 
rapid development is important for prototype system. To deliver prototype quickly, you 
may have to leave out some system functionality or nonfunctional factors such us 
response, speed and reliabi lity. I lowever, prototyping docs have its peril s. These include : 
• Standardization--Prototypcs, particularly in a high-technology prototyping 
environment, tend to be shaped by the tools that arc avai lab le, rather than by 
users' needs. 
• Distraction--Work on the prototype can take attention away from the problems to 
be solved. 
• Scduction--Dcvelopcrs can be trapped in an endless loop of refinement. 
• Rcjcction--lf the cost of implementing an idea is too high, ideas will be rejected 
too earl y in the cycle. 
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• Obscured historical perspective--Prototypes tend to lose the rensoning that went 
into them--why decisions were made, for cxnmpl l!. or ' hich requirements led to 
a set of behaviors or functions. 
There are two types of prototype, which represent t\ o different objects and two different 
types of implementations. 
3.4.2 Evolutionary Prototyping 
The objective of evolutionary prototyping is to deliver a working system to end-
users. Evolutionary prototyping starts with the parts of the system, which are clearly 
understood by the customer/end-user. The system is continually developed by adding 
new features/requirements as they arc discovered or proposed by the customer, until a 
final system is delivered. The evolutionary approach helps anticipate how end-users will 
use new software system. The user is given a system, which is unfinished, then the 
system is modified and fine tuned as the user requirements become clear. 
3.4.3 Throw-Awuy Prototyping. 
The objective of throw away prototyping is to validate or determine the system 
requirements. Oy understanding the customer's requirements, better requirements 
definitions for the system can be developed. Throw-away prototyping focuses on 
undclincd or unclcnr portions of the requirements. During implementation, the part of 
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the system, which are not understood, arc developed lirst. Timm :m ay prototyping is 
intended to determine the system spccilicntion so thnt the end product of the prototype 
development phase is that specification. 
/\ fixed decision is made to build the throw ll\\:l)' prototype to help requirements 
analysis and validation. /\Iler evnluntion, the prototype is thrown-m ay" and a production 
quality system is bui ld. Throw-Away prototyping extends the requirement analysis 
process with the intention of reducing overall life cycle costs. The principal function of 
the prototype is to clarify requirements and provide addi tional information for managers 
10 assess process risk. Components from the prototype may be reused in the production 
quality system. 
3.4.4 Spiral Model 
The spiral model was developed by Or. Barry Boehm in 1987 as a risk-reducing 
approach to sofiware development. The spiral model encompasses ICatures of the phased 
lifccycle as we ll as the prototype li fccyclc. 1 lowever, unlike those life cycles, the spirnl 
model uses ri sk analysis as one of its clements. It also uses the waterfall model for cnch 
step so as to avoid any risks. The spiral model overcomes major sources of project ri sk 
with the Risk Management Plan. This also helps in being more compatible with other 
models. 
I lowcver, the spiral model is not as sophisticuted and elaborate us some of the 
other li fccycle models. It needs fu rther planning and development in such area as 
contracting specifications, milestones, reviews, scheduling, and status monitoring and 
risk nrca idcntilicntion. 
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Figure 3.2 Spiral model 
l he rad ial dimension in the figure above shows the cumulative cost or the 
accompl ishment of the steps at that time. The angular dimension shows the progress 
llladc in the completion of each cycle of the spiml. 
Every cycle of the model represents the same sequence of step~ in the completion of the 
SOfiwarc. The spiral model includes 4 major clements, which includc:-
i) Pl11nning- determination or objectives. alternati ves and constraints. 
i i) Risk nnnlysis- anuly1es al ternati ves and attempts to identi fy und resolve the 
ri sk invol ed. 
iii) Engineering- lkvclopment or the product "' \ el l II'\ the incorporation nf 
testing. 
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iv) Customer evaluation- assessment of the products of the engineering clement. 
An important feature of the spiral model is that each cycle is completed with a n:vic\\ h~ 
the people concerned with the project (designers and progrnmmcrs). This re icw con~ists 
Of a review of all the products developed up to that point nnd includes the plnns for the 
next cycle. These plans may include a partition of the product into smaller portions for 
development or components that arc implemented by individual organizations or persons. 
If the plan for the development fail s, then the spi ral is terminated. Otherwise its 
terminates with the initiation of new or modified soflware. 
3.4.5 System Development Life Cycle. 
The Systems Development Life Cycle (SDLC) is a conceptual model , used in project 
management that describes the stages involved in an information system <lcvclopmcnt 
Project, from an in itial feasibility study through maintenance of the completed 
application. Various SDLC methodologies have been developed to guide the processes 
involved, including the waterfall model (which was the original SDLC method); rapid 
application development (RAO); joint application development (.JAO); the fountain 
fllodel; the spiral model; build und fix: and synchronile-and-s1nbi li1.e. Frequently, several 
"10dels arc combined into some sort of hybrid methodology. Documentation is crucial 
regardless of the type of model dwscn or devised for uny applicution, and is usually done 
in Pan1llel with the development process. 'ome methods work better for specific types of 
Projects. but in the firrnl onnlysis, the most importunt factor for the success of u project 
rtlay be how closely the purticulur plun \VllS followed . 
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In general, an SDLC methodology fol lows the following steps: 
I. The ex isting system is evaluated. Deficiencies arc iden1 iticd. This cnn he dllnc hy 
interviewing users of the sys1em and consulting wi th suppor1 pa sonncl. 
2. The new system requirements arc defined. In particular. the ddicicncies in the 
existing system must be addressed wilh specific proposals for impro cmenl. 
3. The proposed system is designed. Plans arc luid out concerning the physical 
construction, hurdwarc, operating syslems, programming, communications, and 
security issues. 
4. The new sys1cm is developed. The new components and programs must be 
obtained and installed. Users of the system must be trained in its use, and all 
aspects of performance must be tested. If necessary, adjustments must be made at 
th is stage. 
5. The syslem is put into use. This can be done in various ways. The new system cun 
phased in, according 10 application or location, and the old system gradually 
replaced. In some cases. it may be more cost-eflcctive to shut down the old 
system and implement the new system nil at once. 
6. Once the new system is up and running for a while, it should he exhaustively 
eval uated. Maintenance must be kepi up rigorously at ull times. Users of the 
system should be kepi up-to-date concerning the latest modifications and 
procedures. 
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3.5 Collaborative system. 
As previously mentioned this system is a web-bused system und apply Sl'llll' of 
collaborative features in order to perform their li1nctions. They arc nil ot1 tlincd hell)\\ . 
3.5.1 Introduction to collaborative System. 
Collaboration is the integration of many different technologies into a single 
application or environment to facilitate information sharing and information 
management. Integrated technology, however, is only one aspect of collaboration in 
Which user work with others arc the same moment, tak ing turns communicating ideas. 
But new technology oilers user an entirely different way to collaborate, which is 
asynchronous calibration; in which user don' t have to be present to participate. 
Asynchronous collaboration allows user, at user's convenience. Intelligent agents, which 
is refer to soil ware tools that uutomatically do certain jobs on the internet, according to 
What user ask for, E-mail , public databases, the internet, and intrancts urc all forms of 
asynchronous communication. 
Collaborative technology provides these keys benefits:-
!) Extensive, secure communication. 
Collaborations technologies enables extensive communicution through many dinl:rcnt 
mediums und secure communicat ions encryption nnd digital signature technology, 
which is critical as orguniwtion increases their use of the internet. 
2) Storngc of informution in 11 ccnt rul locution. 
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Information is placed in a central repository, or database, so thnt individunls inside 
and outside a corporation can access it. If shown in 11 thrended vie' . the h istnr~ of the 
information is accessible and new information cnn be added to it. 
3) Ability to extend technologies with new functionality and bridge islands of 
information. 
Collaborative systems connect disparate systems and facilitate find ing and sharing 
information stored in existing technologies. 
Characteristics of a collaborati ve system that enable it to provide the above- mentioned 
benefits to an organizution:-
1. it haven robust, replicated object database that can store many difforcnt types of 
information such as web pages, of1ice documents, and e-mail messages, and it 
must support replication from server to server and from server to client. To work 
wi th data, the datubnse needs to allow many different clients, ranging from web 
browsers to email clients. 
2. It must support the Internet nnd industry standards. New technologies arc 
connecting disparate networks to form one glohul , cohesive network. A 
colluborativc system must be uble to interoperate with these networks over the 
internet, and it must fol low industry stnndards to allow openness to u large 
number of cxtcrnul systems us well mi gunrnntec the integrity of the data. 
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3. /\ collahorative system must oflcr powerful , easy-to-use d1..'H'lnp111rph ll'l''I" .md 
technologies. 'I he environment must he open so that d1..'\ l..'ln1w1s 1..'.m lh l' .1p~ ll'l' I 
to dcve lop sol u lions and users can access and c ust nm i /I..' I h1..· 11s1..·1 11111..·1 t: 11..'1..\ 
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CHAPTER 4 
SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND REQUIREMENT 
4.t System l~cquircmcnt 
Son ware: 
a) Windows® XP Profess ional or Windows® 2000 Profess ional 
b) Maya 7.0 
c) Apache tomcut 5.5 
I lardwurc: 
a) Windows: lntclOO J>c111 i 1111100 Ill or higher. /\M l) /\ th lo11•M processor 
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b) 512 MB RAM 
c) CD-ROM Drive 
d) Hardware-Accelerated OpenGL~ graphics card 
e) 3-button mouse with mouse driver soOware 
f) 450 MB of hard disk space 
4.2 Non- Functionul l~cquircmcnt 
I) f{cliubility 
System should be designed in such a way that process errors are avoided or 
trapped before the result in output becomes error. It shall not cause any 
unnecessary actions of the overall environment. 
2) Avuiluhility 
The system shall be avuilablc to the user ~mywhere and anytime to ensure that the 
operation and the services arc running smoothly. 
3) Security 
Users that intend to do bad thing should also secure by the system to prevent from 
misuse and illegal activities. The authenticated users shall have access right to vie 
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4) Usability 
The system must provide documentation or guideline to tench user tn use the 
system. A t least, intuitive interface shal l present in such n ' uy thnt nrnkl's user 
feel easy to use. 
5) Flexibility 
The system shall be capable for future expansion. ystcm should allow the 
integration with other system und new technologies. 
6) Por tabi li ty 
The system should also enable its application to operate on various platforms 
regardless of manufacturer or operating syste m 
4.3 Soft ware Analysis 
Based on the comparison mude in Chapter 2 on the so flwarc and tools uvui luble in the 
lllarkct and system requirement statement, the following arc the so fi warc to he used in E-
Wcight Train. 
I) Modelling Tool : Mnya 
The most importunt fcuture that Muyu has is the ability to covert models into VRM L 
format that outclasses other modell ing tools . In addition , Mayn hose very friendl y user 
lntcrfoce and gives the designer flex ibility 1111d reliability. 
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4.3.J Advantages Using Maya 7.0 
Achieve more with the feature-packed Autodesk Maya 7. Bui lding upon the archih..-cture 
and per formance developments in version 6.5, Autodesk Mnyn 7 kts ) nu nim even 
higher. New and Enhanced Character Animation Tools nnimntc chnmctcrs foster. easier 
and more accurately with integrated Autodesk MotionBuilder technology. nnd enhanced 
deformers and skinning tools. 
a) The industry's leading full -body IK solver makes rigging and posing characters faster 
and easier, and enables the natural art iculation of biped and quadruped models. 
b) Defonnations arc now more llexiblc. 
c)Collaborati vc. parallel workllows arc supported through the abi l ity to iterati ve ly 
substitute geometry while skinning, deformation. and key framing arc in progrcs!>, as 
Well to propagate topology chungcs to blend shape targets. 
New tools for modeling and mupping 
Get access to numerous new polygonal modeling and mapping tools in the industry's 
rnost refined, comprehensive modeling feature set. 
d)Enhance modeling producti vity and get greater control over form with new polygon 
rnodcling functionality. 
e)Do faster. easier texturing with powerful new U V tools. 
f)Pcrform scene optimi1.ation without loss of detail using new nnd enhanced tools-
Particularly vuluable to game developers. 
Powerful Visual Elfocts Tonls 
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f)The powerful ToonShader supports a wide range of non-photorcnlistic n:ndl'ring st~ k s 
and features interactive previews in near real-t ime. Autodesk May11A111ndl'st... ~ 1 n~ n Paint 
Effects™ also benefits from a real-time mesh prev iew. 
&)Apply rea listi c dynam ics, and easily use Fur and I lair together thnnks to thc integration 
of Autodesk MayaAutodesk Maya Fur with Autodesk Maya sofh nrc's dynnmic curve 
technology. 
h)Transplantcd Autodesk MayaAutodesk Maya I lair from one model to another; take 
advantage of support for texture mapping of attributes such as baldness and color, and 
render I lair directly in mental ray for Autodesk MayaAutodesk Maya. 
i)Get better usability and more power in the numerous enhancements to Autodesk 
MayaAutodesk Maya Cloth. 
j)Explore new creative possibi lities with per-object attributes and support for 
transparency in the Autodesk MnyaAutodesk Maya vector renderer. 
Simulate complex explosions more easily and rea listically with the 
4.3.2 .Javu 
Sun identifies "Write once, run anywhere" as the core value proposition of the 
Java platform. Translated from business jargon, this means thnt the most imponant 
Promise of Java technology is that you only have to write your upplicution oncc--for the 
Java plnt form--and then you'll be able to rnn it 1111ywlten•. Anywhere, thut is, that supports 
the Java plat form. Fortunately. Juvu support is becoming uhiquitnus. It i ~ integrated. or 
being intcgrntcd. into prncticul ly nil mujor opcrnting systems. It is huilt into the populur 
\vet, hmwsers, which pluces it on virt1111 lly every Internet-connected PC in the world. It is 
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even being built into consumer electronic devices, such as television sct-lllp hn:-.es. 
PDAs, and cell phones. Another key benefi t of Java is its security foatu l\.'S. Both the 
language and the platform were designed from the ground up wi th sc<.·urity in mind. rhe 
Java platform allows users to download untrusted code over n net\ ork nnd run it in a 
secure environment in which it cannot do any harm: it cannot infect the host system with 
a virus, cannot read or write files from the hard drive, and so forth. This capability alone 
makes the Java platform unique. The Java 2 Platform takes the security model a step 
further. It makes security levels and restrictions highly configurable and extends them 
beyond applets. As of Java 1.2, any Java code, whether it is an applet, a servlet, a 
JavaBeans component, or a complete Java application, can be run wi th restricted 
pennissions that prevent it from doing harm to the host system. The security features of 
the Java language and platform have been subjected to intense scrutiny by security 
experts uround the world. Security-related hugs, some of them potentially serious. have 
been found and promptly fixed . Because of the security promises Java makes, it is hig 
news when u new security bug is fou nd. Remember, however, that no other mainstream 
Platform can make security guarantees nearly as strong as those Java makes. If Java's 
security is not yet perfect, it has been proven strong enough for prncticul dny-to-duy use 
and is certainly better than any of the altcmatives. Sun's corporate motto has always been 
''T he network is the computer." The designers of the Juvu plutforrn believed in the 
1mponuncc of networking and designed the Jnvu platform to be network·ccntric 
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CHAPTER 5 
SYSTEM DESIGN 
5. t System Dcsi~n 
Interacti ve system design serves as the interface o f the 30 weight training 
animat ion . It is designed using Javu. 
The interface is easy to handle and navigate and prevents user from getting lost in 
navigation. The system starts with a main page which it is divided in two panels. On the 
left is the navigation panel on the main panel. . There 4 buttons that user can choose from 
the left panel. Whatever the user chose wi ll be shown on the right panel. On the lei\ punel 
there arc four buttons: 
11) Video co llection 
h) Trivia quiz 
c) alculate I !cart rate Max 
d) Cnlculate Daily Wnter in111ke. 
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There arc 6 video animation<; that the user can watch on the right p;ml'I 
I) Bicep 
2) I riccp 
3) ~tomach 
4) ~houkkr 
5) ('hcst 
6) Leg 
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/ 
I )Trivia Quit. 
2)1 lcartmlc 
J) Wa1cr 
Play 
biccp.uvi 
start 
l 
Video collcc1ion 
Play 
triccp.avi 
Play 
stomnch. 
HV I 
Figure 5. 1 Flow Chart Video Collection l'aJ!C. 
! )Bicep 
2)Tricep 
J)S1omach 
4)Shoulder 
5)Ches 
6Legs 
Play 
chcst.11vi 
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start 
V iiJeo page 
·1 rivia page 
Dbpluy trivia 
Nc\t l.ui1 
Next kui1 I 
Nc\t l.ui1 2 
lk~mlt cniJ 
Figure 5.2 f low Churt Triviu pugc 
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I.Video 
2.Trivia 
3. Water 
I .Calculate 
2.Clear 
Calculate 
Input. 
C lear Calculate 
box 
Fi~urc 5.3 Flow Culculutc Mux llcurt r utc pu~c 
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I.Video 
2.1 lcartratc 
3.Watcr 
Calculate Wotcr 
intake 
I .Calculate 
2.Clcar 
Calculate 
Input. 
Clear Calculate 
box 
l"i~u rc 5.4 Flow Churt Culculutc Dui ly Wutcr lntukc pu~c 
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'1 •tto /{l<~,.i.,., ~1-·--""'•"' ""' r~ i' . ( ~··h • I,) "" /:fl l'l~••Nl , u ... ~ . ' A<11n • • 
C TrivioQuiz l 
L'• Colculo1.,Mox ] c. .. H~r1 Rott 
• Colcutot" Dooly 
Wo1u1 .. 10~ J 
Figure 5.5 Muin Pugc of E - Weight Trnin. 
The inter foce is easy to handle and navigate und prevents user from getting lost in 
navigation. The system starts w ith a main page which it is div ided in two panels. On the 
left is the nnvigat ion panel 0 11 the mu in panel. . There 4 buttons thut user can choose from 
the lcn panel. Whatever the user chose ' ill be shO\ non the ri ght puncl. On the lefl panel 
there arc fou r buttons: 
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a) Video collection 
b) Trivia quiz 
c) Calculate I !cart rate Max 
d) Calculate Dai ly Water intake. 
There arc 6 video animations that the user can watch on the right panel:-
! ) Oicep 
2) Tricep 
3) Stomach 
4) Shoulder 
5) Chest 
6) Leg 
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Figure 5.6 : Trivia Quiz 
There are 12 quiz questions that test the knowledge of the user. There arc 3 questions for 
the first page, 5 questions on the second page and four questions on the th ird page. To 
Proceed to another page, n user j ust has to click the "button" on the bottom right of the 
Page. Aficr answering ult the questions, a user can click result then wi ll receive the 
results of his answers. The system will tell the user how many right he got out of the 12 
questions and the right answer:-; wil l also be revealed. To nnvignte to other pages just 
er 1ck on the other buttons on the far tell . 
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FiJ,Curc 5.7: Culculutc Max Ilea r t Rutc 
When a person reaches a level of heart rate that is intense enough, he will sturt feeling 
nausea and diflicuhy of breathing. An anaerobic exercise could push a person to this 
Slate. This is when a person reaches or surpusscs his Maximum henrt rate. To burn ofT fot 
effectively, science has proven a person should exercise at their optimum fat burning 
target which is 75%-85% of the person's maximum heart rate. This is what this interface 
calculates. The formula is 220 - (your age) Maximum heart rutc. Just put your age and 
click the button "Cnlculotc". To navigate to other pages just click on the other buttons on 
the far left 
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Figu re 5.8: Calculate Duily Water Intake 
The general idea of drinking the correct amount of water everyday is 8 glasses a day. 
This general idea is hard to follow not just because 8 glasses of everybody glasses is 
different in size and the idea of drink ing 8 glasses u day is u burden already. This system 
calcu lates the right amount of fluid for everyone more accurately. Just lill in your weight 
and the system wi ll tell you. Just fill in your weight and the system wi ll answer how 
llluch nuid you need a duy in ounce scale. The formu la is Weight in kg flu id needed in 
ounce and 2.2 Pound = I kg. To navigate to other pnges just dick nn the other buttons on 
the far lefl . 
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Fii.tiarc 5.9: Bicep tru inini.t technique 
On the lcn panel o f 1his pugc, it shows 1111 animal ion of u 31) model working on his bicep 
lllusclc. You can pause this video by clicking Oil 1he pause sign on 1he bollom lefl of 1his 
Video. On the ri ghl panel it describes 1hc techniques o f the model showing. To 1111vigu1e to 
Other pages just cl ick Oil 1he or her bullons on the for lcf1. 
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Figure 5.10: Triceps training technique 
On the left panel of this page, it shows an nnimution of a 31) model work ing on his 
triceps muscle. You can pause this video by clicking on the pause sign on the bottom lell 
Of this video. On the right panel it describes the techniques of the model showing. ro 
navigate to other pages just cl ick on th 1.: other butlons on the for lefl. 
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Figure 5. 11: Stomuch I mining technique 
.. 
On the ten panel of thi s page, it shows an animution o f a JD model working on his 
stomach muscle. You can pause this video by clicking on the pause sign on the bottom 
len of this video. On the ri ght panel it describes the 1echniques of 1hc model showing. To 
navigate to mhcr pages just click on the other buttons on the far lei\. 
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Figure 5.12: S houltlcr Training Techniques 
On the lef1 panel of this page, it shows un animation of a 30 model working on his 
shoulder muscle. You can pause this video by clicking on the pause sign on the bo110111 
ten of this video. On the ri ght panel it describes the techniques of the model showing. To 
navigate to other pages j ust click on the other buttons on the far lefl. 
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Figure 5.1 3 : C hest Training Technique 
On the ten panel or this page, it shows an animat ion o f a 30 model working on his chc~t 
rnusctc. You can pause this v ideo by clicking on the pause sign on the bo11om lefl o f thi s 
Video. On the right panel it describes the techniques of the model showing. To navigate to 
Other pages just cl ick on the other buttons on the far lefl. 
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Figure 5. 14: Legs T ra ining Technique. 
On the lefl panel of this page, it shows an animation of a 30 model working on his leg 
muscle. You can pause this video by click ing on the pause sign on the bottom lef1 of this 
Video. On the right panel it describes the techniques of the model showing. To navigate to 
Other pages j ust click on the other buttons on the for lcfl. 
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CHAPTER 6 
SYSTEM TESTING. 
6.J Introduction 
Testing is a veri fication and validation process. Verification refers to the set of 
activities that ensure the soflware correct ly implements a specific fun ction and to ensure 
that the characteristics of a good design arc incorporated. Validation refers to a different 
set of activities that ensure the soflware, which has been build, is traceable to customer. 
'fhc main objective of testing is to identify as much defects as possible in the program 
and to eliminate. The goal of test ing will ensure good qunlity is built wi thin the program . 
Nevertheless, testing can only demonstrate the presence of errors. It cannot show 
that there is no error in a program. Therefore, a more suitnble approach must be chosen to 
reduce the possibility of errors in a program. Bottom up approach is adopted in system 
testing for 30 applications. Each module t the lowest level of the system hierarchy is 
tested individually. Then, nil the tested modules would be related to the next module 
testi ng. This 11ppro11ch is repented until all the modules arc tested successfully. 
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6.2 Testing Strategics 
A software strategy provides a road map for the sothvnrc ckvclopcr 1h111 dl'scrihl'S 
the steps to be conducted as part of testing, when these steps urc plunncd and then 
undertaken, and how much effort , time nnd resources will he required. Testing of E-
Weight Train generally involves unit testing, module testing. integration. testing and 
system testing. 
To ensure the logic and functionality work probably, different type of testing 
strategies had been apply in the system testing for E-Weight Train: 
6.2.t) White Box Testing 
White box testing requires the intimate knowledge of program internals. 
By using white hox testing method, the test cases can be deri ve arc stated as the 
following:-
a) Exercise all logical decision on the website's truc/ folsc cases. 
b) Exercise all loops at their boundaries and within their operational bounds. 
c) Exercise internal data structure to ensure their validity. 
d) Guarantee that all independent paths within a module hnve hcen exercise ut 
least one. 
6
·2.2) llluck Box Tcstin~ 
Black Box testing is based solely on the knowledge of the system requirements. 
lltnck box testing cun deri ve 11 set of input condition. These conditions will full y cxerci e 
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the entire functional requirement for E-Weight Train. Blnck hox testing Hlll' lllf't tn tind 
error in the fo llowing categories:-
a) Interface error (cannot link to the page or button or linking). 
b) Missing functions (funct ion error, clc: checking function). 
c) Performance errors (images at the wrong path). 
d) In itialize and termination error. 
6.2.3) Top-down Testing 
Testing which start the most abstract components and work downwards. Using this 
approach, each module at the lowest level of the system hierarchy is tested initially. 
Then, the next modules to bet tested arc those modules that call previously tested 
modules. This approach is followed repeatedly until all modules have been tested. 
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6.3 Testing Process. 
In general, the testing process of E Wc.:ight Train cnn he show in 1h~ fqllo" ing 
figure. All details will be further explained in subsequence sub scc1inn. 
Unit 
Testing 
Unit 
Testing 
Uni t 
Testing 
Unit 
Testing 
Fi~urc 6.1 TcstinJ! Process. 
Unit 
Testing 
The testing procedure will be stnned from component testing to ensure the codes 
unplemcnted in the system will properly fit the system requirements. This is folio' ed by 
Integration testing. which is tested for the overall functionality and performance n f a fc, 
Olodulcs that arc intcgrutcd together. Lastl y, the testing process is end up ' ith the 
acceptance or user testing. For this procedure. user is required tu test the ~y~tem carefull y 
to ensure tlrnt the implemented system wi ll function according to their requirements. I f 
any rni :-,tnkc or detects 11rc discovered 111 uny :-tnge. the previous singes might need to be 
repeated for com:ctiuns 1111d modi lil:ntion:-. 
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6.3.1 Unit Testing 
Unit test ing is used to verify that sof1ware code perfonnance ndcquntcly und l'qrt~'ct l~ 
implements detailed design. The unit testing technique is to ensurc that stand-alone 
program fixes the bug wi thout side clfocting. /\Iler a new moduli.! is dcvdopcd. it is 
tested independently in order to assure their accuracy and to find faults in the modules. In 
E-Weight Train, each module contains sub modules, which in turn consist of different 
function and units. These functions were individually tested before the entire application 
Was tested. The wh ite box and black box approach was used to carry out unit testing. 
6.3. t.t White Box Testing 
White box testing deals directly w ith the structure of codes within a module or segment. 
Some of the code coverage is discussed as the following: 
a) Compound condition coveruge 
- For multiple conditions that appear in the codes, every poss ible 
combination wus tested. 
b) Dnw Flow Testing 
- T his meant to reflect dependencies, which ure mainly caused by 
sequences o f datn manipulation. 
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6.3.1.2 Black Box Testing 
Black box testing involves testing of functions of a module without knnwin~ thl.' ln~ic 
structure of the code. Input was provided and output wns verified mnnunlly to ch1.·cl.. thl.' 
accuracy. For example, output like search engine result was mnnunlly cnlculmcd nnd then 
compared with the generated results. Any error found must he corrected. This approach is 
Used when a set of input I given and its output is observed. In this strategy, different kind 
Of input is provided to test the compound statement. Every stated condition must be able 
to be executed and any unnecessary codc4s arc eliminated. It is important to identify the 
Variance between the prototype and requirement. 
6.3.J.3 Code lkvicw 
The codes arc examined line bye line in order to make sure that many uncovered 
semantic and logic errors during implementation could be revealed, In reviewing the 
COdc, the correctness of coding was identified by comparing it to the original design of 
the program flow. When the logic nnd flow of the program were identi lied, the code wus 
commented so that it can be traced in the future. 
6
.3.2 Module Tt..'Sling 
Mo<Jutc testing is performed wi thout other system modules. It includes testing of ull 
lllo<Julcs in E-Weight Train. Unit in dillcrent modules ure not disrupted. The integmtcd 
Units of codes must be checked intricately so that any error can be identified between lhe 
Oows of the modules. If any error occurs. unil testing is done to check on lhe speci lie unil 
Of function of lhc program 
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6.3.3 Integration Tes ting 
Integration testing is a semantic approach for constructing the program structure " hik m 
the same time conducting tests to uncover errors associated ' ith interfac ing. The 
objective is to take unit tested modules and build a program structure that has been 
dictated by design. Integration testing will usually uncover errors associated with 
interfacing among two or more modules. For example, the modules in E-Weight Train. In 
this approach, the program is constructed and tested in small segments. The benefit of 
this testing are interfaces which arc more likely to be tested completely, errors are easier 
to isolate and correct and a systematic test approach way be applied. 
6.J.3.1 C ritical Module Definition 
Decide which modules contain criticul control operations. These modules should be unit 
tested as soon as possible und not wait for subordinate class/objects completion. Use of 
Program subs may be necessary. 
6
.3.3.2 Object Grouping 
Decide what modules comprise un integration group of by use of scenarios and 
appropriate architecture dingrums. It is desirable to integrate ut low levels to make bug 
definition easier. Choose objects that ure related to u specific function like command 
11Plink. 
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6.3.3.3 Depth versus Breadth Testing 
Decide how to test a group of objects/classes. It is suggested that hrcmlth t~sting to t~ 
Used when interfacing with the hardware. Use stubs, if required. to test clispi\tchcr control 
modules. Use depth testing when a function is we ll defined and cnn be clcmonstmted. 
6.3.3.4 Top-down versus Bottom-up 
Use top-down testing to verify major control or decision points. Use bottom-up to test 
hardware driver type programs. 
6.3.4. l Function Testing 
System testing begins with function testing. Whereas previous test concentrated on 
components and their interaction, the first step ignores system strnctures and focuses on 
functionality. 
6.3.S Acceptance or User Testing 
The final testing procedures in E Weight Train is the acceptance or user testing whereby 
users will be actively involved in this stage to test the system to ensure thut thc system 
llleets their requirements. The main purpose of this testing is to verify whether the system 
has fulfilled the user's requirements. During this test. besides the functionality of the 
system is demonstrated to the end users, the users ure given the opportunity 10 experience 
and explore the system themselves. 
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6.4 System Debugging 
Logical errors in a program are usually harder to find than compile or rnnt im~ ~m)r. A 
logical error may be buried deep in u long chuin of complex pmccclur\! cn lls. nhj~ct 
relationships and statements. 
Debugging is the process of finding and correcting bugs. This process occurs as a 
consequence of successful testing, when a test case uncovers an error. Debugging is the 
Proeess that results in the removal of the error. Debugging and testing arc ofien treated as 
being synonymous, however , debugging may involve inspection and other manual 
Processes as well as testing and debugging is considered to precede the formal portion of 
the testing process. 
l'hc debugging technique used in E Weight train is the backtracking technique. Th is 
lllethod involves worki ng backward in the source code from the point where the error was 
observed in an attempt to identify the exact point where the error occurred. The 
backtracking techniques requi re additional test case to be executed in order to collect 
lllorc information. 
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6.S Summary 
Testing on a system is the major quality control measure during prototyping. Testing is 
performed to ensure that the programs arc executed correc1ly and cnnlirm to th~ 
requirements specified. 
The testing phase for this system is brought out of same time while the system was being 
developed. Most of the modification and correction was done while there are error 
OCcurred. As in fact , user or developer have to test out the system to make sure it's 
looking accordingly to thei r requirements and objectives. 
There arc a lot of possibi lit ies of problems and errors might occur in this testing phase. 
As a result, developer has to discover it earlier and overcome it one the system has been 
done. On the other hand, testing phusc is completely done 
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CHAPTER 7 
SYSTEM EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION 
7.t Introduction 
System evaluation is the process of identifying a system's strengths and limitation, thus 
allowing illustration of possible enhancement of E-Weight Train. This is important to 
allow precise chunges to be made to the system. System evaluation highlights on the 
knowledge gained and the problems faced while developing the system and the steps 
taken to overcome them. 
E-Wcight Train has been evaluated to identify its strengths and its limitations. lk sides 
that proposals or n:commendutions ure mnde for the future enhnncement of the system. 
Ncvcnheless. there arc many problems encountcn:d during the system development. 
l'hcsc problems hnve been resolved eventually. 
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7.2 Problems Definitions and Solutions. 
I) Modelling a human face is a one of my hardest ohstncles, although thCI\.' n~ 
techniques that could make th is troublesome task much easier. Nevertheless the 
task sti II remains difficult 
2) Modelling a human body is the toughest problem compared to all the other parts 
of developing the 30 animation. 
3) Rigging the bones into the model of the human body is also a tough challenge and 
which requires a lot of practice. 
4) Developing and interface that is also could be connected to the intemet that could 
play all the 30 animations. 
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7.2.1 Modeling the Human Face 
Figure 7.0 : Hunrnn Fucc 
I) I started with a picture to have a clear visualization of my character. 
Figure 7. 1 : Nurbs. 
2) I created a nurbs sphere wi th 20 sections and 6 spans. I deleted half the sphere and 
tweak in the side vie' w roughly match the proli le of my character. 
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Figure 7.2 : Busic sha pe formed. 
3) Once the basic shape is formed, I added more spans to add detai ls to the character such 
as the nose and the lips. 
Figure 7.3 : Eycbulls. 
4) Next I created the eyeball ' hich consists of two nurbs :-phcres - the inner one 
deformed for rea listic pupi ls and the outer one transparent and used for ~peculurity onl). 
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Figure 7.4 : Eye areu. 
5) Then I created the eye area, use 6 nurbs circle w ith 8 sections and lofi them as shown. 
Figure 7.5 : C runium 
6)1 created the neck nnd the cranium using modified nurbs primiti ve us shown. 
Fi~1arc 7.6 : Eur 
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7) I created the car is simply using modified nurbs sphere w i1h 8 sl.!clions. I stnrl t'd " ith a 
simple nurbs sphere, inserting more isoparms as I go along. 
F igure 7.7 : Tessela tc 
8) It is time 10 convert the surfaces into polygons. To do that I select Polygons > Nurbs to 
Polygons' option box and under tessellation mt:thod click control points. When I was 
......... , .... ... ··--········ 
FiJ_! urc 7.8: .Joined. 
9) I selected 1he polygon foccs ns shown und deleted !hem to mukc room for the eye, cur 
ilnd neck . I made sure that they have the same number o f edges so they will j oin 
snioothly. 
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Fii,turc 7.9 : Merge Tool. 
10) I combined the polygons together. Using the Merge Edge Tool, I attached the pieces 
together as shown. A fier that I have u whole seamless head. 
Figure 7. JO: Subdivision Face. 
1 t) Then I converted the polygons into subdivision surface. I licked the surfucc and 
select Subdiv Surface > Create Subdiv using the Proxy Object Mode. 
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Figu re 7. 11 : T he llumun Fucc I Modeled. 
12) To make the other half of the head. I se lected the head und se lect Subdi v Surface '> 
Mirror's option box and tick the x box. Once it is mirrored, I se lected the t\ o surfoces in 
hierarchy mode and select Subdiv Surface > A ttach. I lixed the edges when it is not 
emerged together .. To do this, I selected the surfuce in po lygon-proxy mode 11nd select 
Polygons > Merge Edge Tool and use this tool to manually merge the edges together 
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7.2.2 Modeling the Human Body 
I c 3 
-r c tt 
FiJ,turc 7.12: .Steps to Model u llumun FiJ:urc (u) 
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I. Continuing with the figure, after fi nishing the head, I selected the points nt the: hottnm 
of the neck in order and make a polygon. 
2. I extruded th is new polygon ut the bottom of the neck down to the groin area of the 
figure (Fig. 2). 
3. 1 used the kn i fe tool to spl it the polygons in the torso (fig. 3). 
4. I deleted the polygons on the inside of the middle area (Fig. 4). 
5. I Moved points to shape the torso both in subdivision mode and in low poly mode (Fig. 
5). 
6. Once I had the general shape o f the torso, I used the kni fe tool to subdivide it some 
rnore and moved points to reline the shape o f the torso (Fig. 6). Again, work buck und 
forth between subdivision and low polygon mode. A t this t ime I was not trying to model 
rnuscles and other detai ls. 
7. I began modeling the leg by selecting the polygon ut the bottom of the torso (Fig. 7). I 
extruded it straight down nnd move the polygon to the side (Fig. 8). 
8. I Spl itted the polygons. in 11 horizontal direction. on the leg with the kni tC tool. Shupcd 
the leg hut I lell the muscles to he fi xed Inter. 
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\ 
f 1i 10. 
I 11 15 
FiJturc 7. 13 : .Step~ to McHlcl u llunuan FlJturc (h) 
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9. To make the arm I selected the polygon below the shoulder (Fig. I 0) nnd extruded it 
out. I made the length of the arm to the end of the wrist. 
10. I used the knife tool to slice vert ical ly across the arm. Moved the points on the cross 
sections to shape the arm (Figures 12 and 13). 
11. To model the hand and lingers I selected the polygon ut the end of the wrist and bevel 
or extrude it out (Fig. 14 ). 
12. I used the knife tool to divide the polygons on the hund. Relined the shape of the hand 
(Fig. 15). 
13.J Split the polygons on the hnnd lengthwise with the knife tool (Fig. 16). These 
divisions will be used to extrude the 4 fingers later and shaped the hand more accurutcly. 
14. I moved the extra points to improve the hand's form (Fig. 17). 
15. I selected the 4 polygons at the end of the hund and extruded them out. I Did the same 
With the polygon for the thumb (Fig. I 8). 
16. By using the knife tool, I split the polygons on the lingers. I Started with only 2 cuts 
at the joints. Moved the points to shupe the fingers. Used the low polygon mode to make 
the genernl shape nnd then switched to suhdivision mode lo reline it. I spl it the fingers 
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some more so that I have more points for the details. I bended the lingers dm n into a 
more relaxed position. Figures 19 and 20 shows the same hand in low polygon nnd 
subd ivision mode. 
17. Then I modeled the foot. The process is very similar to modding the hnnd. I selected 
the polygon at the front of the foot and extrude it fo rward to where the toes began (Fig. 
21 ). The toes will be extruded from this afier dividing the polygon. 
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1 11\ 2~ 1 11. 23 
F 1. 28 
.Fi~11rc 7. 14 : .Step~ lo Model 11 llumnn Fl~urc (c) 
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18. I selected the eight-sided polygon at the sole and divided it into two four-sick d 
polygons (f ig. 22). 
19.I shaped a rough approximation of the foot without the toes (Fig. 2J). 
20. I split the front of the foot polygon into five sections. fi gure 24 shows the divisions 
With number 5 for the large toe. 
21. I made sure I only have four and three-sided polygons by splitt ing up any poly that 
require it. This will yield extra vertices that I can use to further refine the foot in 
subdivision mode (Fig. 25). I deleted any one point and two point polygons. 
22. I selected the fi ve polygons at the front of the foot seen in Figure 24. I extruded them 
forward to make the toes (Fig. 26). 
23. I worked on one toe at a time, I hid all the rest of the figure and split the toe with the 
knife tool and refined its shape. When I was done with the fi ve toes, they looked like 
Figure 27. 
24. I magnilicd my view of the inside top of the leg nenr the groin nren (Fig. 28). I 
selected the four points in order and make a polygon. This will prevent getting a hole 
ancr the half fi gure is mirrored. 
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25., Then I mirrored the half ligure to complete it. Figure 29 shows the hnlf tigurt• 
without muscles in subdivision mode. 
FiJ.!urc7.15: My Model (1). 
Fia(urc 7. 16: My Model (2). 
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Figure 7.17: My Model (3). 
7.2.3 Developing the interface. 
Due to time constraint, the learning and developing process was done in parallel. Without 
a strong base of Java language a lot of time looking for solutions to solve problems 
encountered that occurred during the development of E-Weight Tmin. Most of the 
Problems foced were manageable through browsing the internet for related materials and 
referring to the reference books available in the library. Discussions with friends who has 
lllore knowledge in the field hns helped. Lots of trial und error had mnde this interface 
Possible to develop. 
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7.3 Evaluation Techniques 
This section explains what techniques were used to conduct the cvnl unt ion nt 
varying levels throughout lesson design and development. These tcchniq11cs Mc: 
I) One to one Evaluation 
It was conducted extensively during the initial information design and 
development the procedures were informal and were mainly used to identify 
potent ial major problems associated with the planned information design. 
2) Small Group Evaluation 
It was implemented when E-Weight Train. The rcuson was to detcrminc:-
a) Information effectiveness 
b) Acceptability of the information 
c) The appropriateness of the materials and strategics employed 
d) The extent to which the organization complied with the constraints 
identified 
3) Field Test Evuluution 
This evaluation was carried out when the project was believe to be the final drnfl 
quantity. If problems were identified, udditionnl churges mny be 1nudc. I lowevcr, 
the informal evaluations conducted at this point should ensure thut the 
in formation system is completed or minimal churges will be requi red. 
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7.4. System Strengths. 
7.4.J Interoperability 
The disturbed nature of server-side application has contributed to the project 
interoperability. The application files arc localed in the web server. Communication 
through the machine from different domain is possible through the establishment of trust 
relationship. This also means that interactive project is highly ponablc and the 
implementation of distributed server can be easily established, either to a new machine or 
an existing server. 
7.4.2 User Friendly interface 
The interface of the system is user friendly and consistent where a standard and 
systematic home page designs is given. Interactivity, is developed bnse on the even 
driven progrnmming. Graphic user interface component such as command button, select 
list and tables arc used to attract the users to navigate through the system. Users have to 
control of the system flow by just a click on the interesting button with hyperlink. 
7.4.3 Relatively Fust Response Time 
The interface is design in such a manner that they arc looded in reasonoble amount of 
time to ensure users need not wait too long to view the puges. I leavy graphics are 
avoided such us 31) shows urc converted to video files to mukc the presentation fust and 
smooth. 
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7.4.4 Using 30 animations 
In the World Wide Web there are thousand of bodybui lding websites nnd thl'I~ ~t~ 
hundreds o f thousand avid enthusiasts that use these websites ns rdcrcncc. None o f these 
Websites has used 30 animation to show the correct techniques to use the tools in ' eight 
training. In a 30 environment a user could sec v iv idly and could understand better on 
learning some difficult weight train techniques. 
7.S System Limitations 
7.S.J No online Help Facility 
The interface did not provide any onlinc help. The users who required more information 
may not satisfy w ith the brief descripti on. It should be considered to enhance in the 
future. Probably the forum function could be useful 
7.S.2 Animations did not use smart muscles. 
I Wanted to create a more realistic model, w ith smart muscles on their bodies. 
These smart muscles will make models more rea l because these muscles contract when 
the models move, making it looks very real. Due to time constrains I did not hnvc the 
time to study und did not manage to add this lcature to my models. 
7.S.3 No dutulmsc. 
M y project was just a prototype. I only uploaded a small umounr o f files on the 
net. Therefore I don' t need uny dntnbuse. if I would intend to use the prototype for u 
lurgcr scule interface. I dclinitcly need u d11t11huse to keep ull my lites in order. 
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7.6 Future enhancements 
7.6.l Real time streaming. 
In order to play videos on my interface, I used Java Medin Frnmework. fovn ~ k din 
Framework is add-on software to a Java language. By using Java media frnmc' ork 1 
could stream a video online. For my future enhancements, I would like to stream ' orld 
class competitions on my interface real-time. 
7.6. t Provide Online Help 
I would like to provide a comprehensive online help to the system. It is to provide timely 
response to user's queries, requirement and documentation. 
7.6.2 Develop a database 
I would like to install a database if my interface would support a larger amount of files 
due to user's requests. 
7.7 Knowledge and experience gained 
/\ lot of knowledge had been gained through the entire development of the E-Wcight 
Train. The foll owing arc some of the knowledge that has been gained throughout the 
development of this project 
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7.7.1 Application Knowledge 
Among the application knowledge that I have gained tremendously durin~ th~ 
development of this project is knowledge on the usugc of Mnyn 7.0 and .ln\ 'll 
programming language. 
7.7.2 Planning System Development 
Software development steps, stages and planning arc just theories to me before I 
experience developing this project. During the development of this project, I actually 
have the chance to practice all the knowledge and theory learned about the software 
development and planning the project step by step. II is a great exposure as I had to 
discipline myself to a well planned schedule rather than developing without u sound plan. 
7.7.3 Other Skills und Experiences 
Besides knowledge learned from the system development , there arc some other 
experiences and skills that I had learned. f'or instance, skill to listen to other people's 
Opinion is one of the skills that I am glad I learnt. Opinions on other people who have 
rnorc experienced had saved me lots of time avoiding dead locks 
7.8 Conclusion 
this chapter is important as it explains all the lllUJOr problems that I hud fuccd on 
developing this systern und the solutions th111 I huvc tukcn to overcome these prnhlcms. 
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It also discusses the strengths and l imitations or my system. 111 thi s c hapll·1 also I t' ' Jl Lll t! 
on the future enhancements that I could add later. 
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E-WEIGHT TRAIN USER MANUAL 
() 9oc1.. "" . X ... I - ,_ .. " 
tl t<lp / _ ____ t•rl 
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Figure 1: Muin Pugc of E - Weight Train. 
The intcrfucc is ensy to handle and navigate nnd prevents user from getting lost in 
navigation. The system starts with a main page which it is divided in two panels. On the 
lcf\ is the navigut ion pun el on the mu in puncl . . There 4 buttons thut user cun choose from 
the lei\ panel. Whatever the user chose will he shown on the right panel. On the lei\ panel 
there arc four buttons: 
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a) Video collection 
b) Trivia qu iz 
c) Calculate I leart rate Max 
d) Calculate Dai ly Water intake. 
There are 6 video animations that the user can watch on the right panel:-
)) Bicep 
2) Tricep 
3) Stomach 
4) Shoulder 
5) Chest 
6) Leg 
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Figure 2: Triviu Quiz 
There arc 12 quiz questions thut test the knowledge of the user. There arc 3 questions for 
the first page, 5 questions on the second page and four questions on the third page. To 
Proceed to another page, a user just has to click the "button" on the bottom right of the 
Page. After answering all the questions, a user can click result then will receive the 
results of his answers. The system wi II tell the user how many right he got out of the 12 
questions and the right answers will also be revealed. To navigate to other pages just 
click on the other buttons on the for left. 
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Figure 3: Calculate Max lleart Rate 
When a person reaches a level of heurt rate that is intense enough, he wi ll start feeling 
nausea and difficulty of breathing. An anaerobic exercise could push a person to this 
State. This is when u person reaches or surpasses his Maximum heart rate. To bum ofT fot 
effectively, science has proven a person should exercise at their optimum fat burning 
target which is 75%-85% of the person's maximum heart rule. This is whut this interface 
calculates. The formula is 220 - (your age) = Maximum heart ntte. Just put your age and 
click the button "Cnlculntc". To navigate to other pages just click on the other buttons on 
the far lefi . 
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Figure 4: Calculate Daily Water Intake 
The genera l idea of drink ing the correct amount of water everyday is 8 glasses a day. 
This general idea is hurd to fo llow not just because 8 glasses of everybody glusses is 
diflcrcnt in size and the idea of drinking 8 glasses a day is a hurdcn already. This system 
calculates the right amount of nuid for everyone more accurately. Just fil l in your weight 
and the system will tel l you. Just fill in your weight and the system wi ll answer how 
rnuch nuid you need u day in ounce scale. The formula is Weight in kg = Ouid needed in 
ounce and 2.2 Pound = I kg. To navigate to other pages j ust click on the other buttons on 
the fur lef\. 
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Fi~urc 5: Bicep training technique 
On the le fl panel of this page, it shows an animation o f a 30 model working on his bicep 
muscle. You can pause this v ideo by clicking on the pause sign on the bottom lefl of this 
Video. On the right panel it describes the techniques of the model showing. To navigate to 
Other pngcs just click on the other buttons on the far lcfl. 
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Figure 6: Triceps training techniq ue 
On the lcfi panel of this page, it shows 11n animation of a 30 model working on his 
triceps muscle. You can pause this video by clicking on the pause sign on the bottom lefl 
or this video. On the right panel ii describes the techniques of the model showing. To 
navigate to other pages just click on the other buttons on the fur lefl.. 
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Figure 7: Stomach trainin~ technique 
.. 
On the lefi panel of this page, it shows un animation of a 30 model working on his 
Stomach muscle. You can pause this video by clicking on the pause sign on the bottom 
lcfl of this video. On the right puncl it describes the techniques of the model showing. To 
navigate to other pages just click on the other buttons on the far lefi . 
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Figure 8: Shoulder Training Techniques 
.. 
On the lcfl panel o f this page, it shows an animation of a 31) model working on his 
shoulder muscle. You can pause this video by cl icking on the pause sign on the bottom 
lcfl of this v ideo. On the right pnncl it describes the techniques of the m()dcl showing. To 
navigate to other pages just click on the other buttons on the for lcfl. 
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Figure 9: C hes t Truinin~ Technique 
On the lcfl panel of this page, it shows an animation of a 30 model working on his che~t 
muscle. You can puuse this video by clicking on the pause sign on the bottom lefl o f th is 
video. On the right panel it describes the techniques of the model showing. To navigate to 
other pages just click on the other buttons on the far lcfl. 
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Figure 10: Legs TruininJ! Technique. 
On the lefl panel o f this page, it shows an animation of a 30 model working on his leg 
muscle. You can pause this v ideo by clicking on the pause sign on the bottom lefl of this 
Video. On the ri ght panel ii describes the techniques of the model showing. To nuvigutc to 
Other pages j ust click on the other buttons on the far lefl . 
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